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'Zoning' in the regulation of communications:
a call for a zoning bill of rights

By Susan J. Drucker and Gary Gumpert

Early efforts to appropriate or create regu-
lations for cyberspace led to the notion

that regulations of physical space provided
the model to follow. Application and adapta-
tion of the laws of physical space along with
the recognition of the ways architecture itself
regulates was seen as an attractive, work-
able approach. While it was agreed that a new
law of cyberspace would emerge, the distinct
essential features of cyberspace as compared
to physical space came
into greater focus.

Some argued for a
separation of real space
(physical) and cyber-
space law (Johnson and
Post, 1996). Others like
Lawrence Lessig argue
that such separation
could not and should not
be sustained. Zoning
laws became a concept
to be carefully deliber-
ated in the realm of
communication regula-
tion.

We exist and function in
several environments.
The first is a physical
environment character-
ized and defined by
the fixed feature of topography, dwellings and
structures, streets and thoroughfares, public
space, and those who inhabit place. That envi-
ronment, in the name of safety. security, and
economics. requires regulation and govern-
ment.

The second environment is a communication
environment consisting of face-to-face com-
munication, a technological infrastructure serv-
ing multiple media of communication - some
mass, some micro, and others interpersonal.
That environment has a long tradition of regu-
lation - generally in the name of "public inter-
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est, convenience, and necessity."

The two environments, while regulated sepa-
rately, co-exist in a symbiotic, interlocking
relationship - one defining the other. Zoning is
the primary instrument of control for regulating
the physical landscape. Media controls and
economics regulate the communication envi-
ronment. The two environments define each
other.

Thus. for example, the
structures that charac-
terizes and define the
uses and functions of
media technology deter-
mine how the physical
structure of places is
utilized and defined.
The social interaction of
human beings and their
demands on the physical
environment are influ-
ence by their media
uses.

In 1991 we looked
at zoning as one of
the most traditional
regulatory devices
shaping and determining
urban communication
patterns (Drucker &
Gumpert, 1991). We

noted" ... zoning laws, through which design
and planning decisions are implemented,
serve as the vehicle for examining connections
between social interaction, media development
and environmental planning ... " Zoning is
the legislative tool that limits use of property
(Mandelker & Cunningham, 1985).

Concern for health and safety led to the
partitioning of cities into districts defined
by function. The ability to zone by carving
out variations on residential, commercial
and industrial zones was predicated on
the existence of both transportation and
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media systems that provide movement and
communication between precincts.

the impact of communication technolo-
gies on land use.

Some date zoning back to ancient times,
others to 16th century England, while modern
zoning has been dated to 19th century efforts
in Germany, and in each case safety, security,
economics and property values have been
at the heart of these governmental land use
systems. Zoning was not originally designed
to segregate but to protect. Separation of
land use by area became the means to that
end. Clearly these concerns remain dominant
factors in public policy.

Zoning laws shape land use, lot size, building
heights, density, setbacks, and other aspects
of property use. Ever since the industrial era,
the conventional separation-of-uses approach
has offered a means of control in the public
interest, used in the interests of safety, keep-
ing unpleasant uses away from the residential
areas (e.g. odors,
smoke, noise, pollu-
tion, congestion, etc.)
and maintaining prop-
erty values.

Zoning laws also put
into action central
planning objectives,
currently often associ-
ated with the matter
of "fighting sprawl."
Sprawl has actually
been created as the
perhaps unintended
consequence, of
develop in compliance
with zoning codes.

Zoning reform

Criticism and frustra-
tion with conventional
codes and the type of resulting development
they produce has led to a zoning reform move-
ment. Demands for reform are diverse but are
generally based upon:

1. Old zoning concepts are being
imposed on the new landscape cre-
ated by a globalized economy.

2. Old zoning has resulted in dysfunc-
tional consequences for community
including social segregation based
on age, social isolation, automobile
dependence, and the threats to local
light commerce.

3. Old zoning does not adequately reflect
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The New Urbanism Movement became popu-
lar among planners calling for "neotraditional
development" and "traditional neighborhood
design." New urbanists stress the importance
of the built environment in fostering community
but emphasize that there must be a change to
overcome the diminished sense of community
and 'civic deficits." They argue that the reor-
ganization of physical space is needed as a
result of understanding the needs of citizens as
social beings.

New urbanists contend that suburban develop-
ment creates social problems by undermining
inter-generational social cohesion and com-
munity development and they seek to integrate
community-forming elements into planning of
real neighborhoods. (see Stephen J. Grabill
in Markets & Morality (The Acton Institute),

Spring, 2003; Charter of
New Urbanism, http://
www.cnu.org/about/index.
cfm). New Urbanists call
for mixed-use zoning and
multi purpose environ-
ments.

They note "Streets, like
land use can no longer
afford to be single pur-
pose." (Peter Calthorpe).
They urge the revision
and rewriting of zoning
codes that previously
mandated separation of
residential from commer-
cial uses, low densities
and broad streets while
calling for zoning to man-
date not only mixed uses
but high densities.

New zoning codes

Smart growth-minded planners develop new
zoning codes. These new codes are many
things: form-based codes, new urbanist codes,
TND (traditional neighborhood development)
ordinances, smart zoning, the SmartCode©
from Miami-based town planners Duany Plater-
Zyberk & Company. These new zoning codes
are designed to create places that emulate
the urbanism of older, well-loved places, while
preserving rural areas and historic sites threat-
ened by conventional development.

"Communities that have replaced their conven-
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tional codes with new ordinances have gener-
ally reported success in the process." (Miller,
2004).

So there is agreement that conventional zoning
codes are fundamentally flawed, but in "updat-
ing" the city, fundamental concepts of planning
and governance are challenged. There was
a time when regulation of both spaces and
media were based solely on geography.

The Outmoded Transect

The August 2006 issue of Places was devoted
to "Building Community across the Rural-to-
Urban Transect." It is an important examina-
tion of theoretical continuity that proposes a
normative theory of planning. The concept of
the "transect" had its origins in the 1790 work
of Von Humboldt. It identifies a set of habitats
that "vary by their level and intensity of urban
character. "

New Urbanist town
planners use the term
to refer to the varieties
of land use from an
urban core to a rural
boundary with degrees
of urbanity along a
spectrum ranging from
urban core to urban
center to general
urban, to suburban,
rural, and natural.

It is community and
neighborhood that is
at the heart of the tran-
sect, and a key feature
of transect planning
is that it incorporates
a variety of residen-
tial and commercial
spaces into a single
neighborhood.

A neighborhood of mixed uses would include
light commerce supportive of residents and
diverse areas of residential density from apart-
ments to townhouses to detached houses.
Pedestrian traffic would be emphasized in the
most central area of the neighborhood.

The SmartCode

Mixed uses mandated by a SmartCode are
distinguished from single-purpose zoning of
isolated pockets based on function. But the
SmartCode, appealing as it may be, is also
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flawed. The conceptual path of the transect,
based upon urban density, is linear - natural,
rural, sub-urban, general urban, urban center,
and urban core. But this path is disrupted,
interrupted, detoured and short-circuited as
we move from the relationships of place to the
relationships of connection.

Communication technologies leapfrog zones,
merge zones, erase zones. We have displaced
and replaced neighbor with chosen stranger.
We have discovered the advantages of the
far-away neighbor. We outsource industry
and commerce to distant lands in a globalized
world, further distorting the transect.

The accoutrements of connection have rede-
fined the neighborhood, workplace, school,
and street antiquating older concepts of zoning
and planning. The physical environment and
the media environment co-exist and define
each other. Three major technological develop-
ments: air conditioning that separated outside

from inside; the auto-
mobile and its tentacles
of road that provided
capsule access; and the
electronics of communica-
tion innovation that erase
the barriers of location but
simultaneously connect
and disconnect people
from place and one
another.

There is a reciprocal rela-
tionship between physi-
cal and media spaces.
Emphasis is on the recip-
rocal relationship between
cities and the options of
mediated communication.

Mobile technology is
changing the relationship

of public and private. The library has been
transformed into a cafe and the family room
eliminated by multiple points of reception and
transmission points.

Zoning mobility

A call for mixed use zoning takes on new
meaning when one cannot anticipate the uses
of spaces and when psychological presence
in physical space can be so easily altered
through ubiquitous media connection. Con-
nectivity and interactivity on demand seam-
lessly accessed regardless of location creates
a mixed use zone of an unprecedented scale
and nature. Is the implementation of wi-fi a
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new form of zoning? Zoning mobility is more
than the creation of zones of hot spot access
or mobile media coverage.

Zoning mobility requires a comprehensive land
use policy based on diverse functions often
technologically facilitated. There is a renewed
need to examine how zoning and technologies
shape social interaction in cities. The connec-
tion between mobility place, and community
suggest that policies and practices of zoning
must now address the changing nature and
experiences of urban space.

Media, multi-functionality and zoning

Mobile technologies are particularly significant
in creating spatial multifunctionality. In "ME++"
William Mitchell emphasized that mobility fun-
damentally changes the way we use space
and how we interact with our communities.
The addition of Wi-Fi capability and universal
access impacts upon
the design of buildings,
plazas, parks, towns
and cities.

The superimposition of
the digital infrastructure
on the physical infra-
structure increases the
multifunctional nature
of space. The call
for mixed use zoning
takes on new meaning
when one cannot antic-
ipate specified use and
when psychological
presence in physical
space can be so easily
altered through media
connection.

Co-opting zoning to
regulate the virtual

Despite the criticism and recognized shortcom-
ings of modern zoning, the concept retains
appeal in the current media environment.
There have been initiatives calling for "zoning
the internet." Analogizing the physical world
and the virtual or online world, the laws govern-
ing land use have been proposed as a regula-
tory construct in the search for order and rules
in this new a-spatial environment. Zoning via
domain name allocation has been one varia-
tion on a theme of virtual zoning.

Zoning of internet pornography has been
another suggested application. Many govern-
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ments have passed zoning ordinances that
either scatter or confine adult-entertainment
establishments in a city, offering an appealing
approach, particularly in light of the success
achieved when confronted with free speech
arguments (in the U.S.).

Zoned filtering has been suggested as early
as the first U.S. Supreme Court decision on
the regulation of the internet (Reno v. ACLU,
1997). Zoned filtering has been proposed often
since the early days of the Internet in response
to concerns involving objectionable content or
political rebellion.

For a time, the concept was almost abandoned
as technically infeasible but with sophisticated
filtering and tracking software now available,
this may today be practical. Models of virtual
zoning were seriously discussed (see: Law-
rence Lessig and Paul Resnick's 1999 article
in Zoning Speech on the Internet: A Legal and

Technical Model).

A virtual map of the globe
is quite different from its
physical counterpart and
is the result of function
rather than geography.
Virtual zoning and zon-
ing of place, while linked,
require redefinition.
While still an appealing
approach online, extant
zoning patterns in physi-
cal space are becoming
archaic.

Archaic zoning

In 1991 we said:" Although
interaction has been
emancipated from place,
public places still function

as sites of face-to-face interaction. Today, spe-
cial propinquity, the actual physical nearness
of individuals, is less important to the mainte-
nance of social communities than in the past
because the modern media have eliminated
"cohabitation of a territorial place" as a pre-
requisite for community" (Drucker & Gumpert,
1991, p. 294).

Every electronic communication device allows
us to extend our relationships with others, but
alters the way we link to and relate to those
that inhabit our immediate space. We are
emancipated from place and are free to roam
the globe electronically, with no connection to
our next-door neighbor. We might not even
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know their name.

As technologies emancipate from place they
simultaneously facilitate re-entry into more
diverse and often public spaces. As Bill Mitchell
argues, we will live in cities that are fluid mix-
tures of the real and the electronic, suggesting
that even though telecommunications allows
information to be accessed from anywhere, the
city itself does not cease to matter but rather
remains vital in its electronically augmented
form. Mitchell emphasizes that mobility funda-
mentally changes the way we use space and
interact in our communities.

As we move from the mobile phone to the
PDA, PDA, SMS, GSM, Wi-Fi, the superimpo-
sition of the digital infrastructure on the physi-
cal infrastructure increases the multifunctional
nature of spaces. Building, plazas, parks and
entire cities will be designed to provide versa-
tile uses for mobile users.

While 20th century city
planning segregated
different functions into
separate zones so
that polluted industrial
areas, for example
would not adjoin
bucolic residential
tracts, Mitchell antici-
pates that 21st century
planning guidelines
while maintaining dis-
tance where appropri-
ate, will accommodate
several activities at any
given location.

Previous attempts
at spatial multifunc-
tionality - which. like
sofa beds or mobile
partitions were often
cumbersome - will go by the wayside as an
adaptive, intelligent architecture permits, or
even provides, the different software that users
need for their PDAs or laptops in order to
accomplish a range of tasks in a single space.
Furthermore, because networked systems are
'fluid and amorphous: many of the activities
happening at a particular place within the city
will be unanticipated (Johnson, 2004).

Antiquated concept

The concept of zoning has become antiquated.
There has been a shift in the underlying prin-
ciple behind zoning from "zoning to protect" to
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"Zoning to project." Zoning to protect was regu-
lation in the name of public safety and welfare.
Although zoning to protect was never intended
to deprive people of social interaction that is
precisely one of the unintended consequences.
The focus of interaction moved inward to home
and media spaces.

There was a redistribution of activity inward
and a redistribution of activity unfettered by
place which led to questioning whether existing
zoning structures actually continued to function
in the public good. Zoning for health and safety
never protected social health or community
health. We came to zone to protect people
form one another. Zoning for public safety
never developed to include zoning to protect
the public's right to communicate.

The current call is for wi-fi zoning to expand
communication by giving everyone access.
Another category of Zoning is to project or

expand communica-
tion, perhaps to the point
of universal access.
Telecommunications
allows information to be
accessed from anywhere,
the city itself does not
cease to matter but rather
the city is altered and
functions in electronically
augmented form.

Revision of zoning

This requires at least
three issues to be
addressed:

1. The zoning of com-
munication infrastructure
is needed. In the current
media landscape, zoning
of communication infra-

structure has been considered as municipali-
ties determine where mobile towers may be
located, when public property may be used to
supply wi-fi hot spots and whether there is a
right to broadband access or wireless connec-
tion as suggested by the Mayor of San Fran-
cisco.

2. The redistribution of commerce within
residential zones. If residential areas become
increasingly sites of telecommuting and home-
based work, commercial facilities supporting
the needs of those residents using home differ-
ently are needed.

(to next page)
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